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PROLOGUE

About us: Our story, what we do and why we do it

Dear friends & supporters,

We truly thank you for your interest and excitement you have shown

towards our activities in Social Hackers Academy. We feel grateful for having

you on board, in order to serve our sole purpose which is to make quality tech

education and the labor market to ALL.
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GOALS AND
OBJECTIVES

MORE TO COME...

Identifying the gap of digital skills in Greek

Human Capital, and Tech Industry's need of

employees that can handle technological tools,

led us to design tech education programs

which would build a bridge between people

and labour market. Social Hackers Academy

(SHA) was registered as NGO in September

2017.

From day one, the Founding Team dreamt of a

Coding School, that will daily serve people

with fewer opportunities in developing their

skills, discovering their strengths and

unleashing their potential, to become self-

sustainable and rebuild their lives.

Hence, we created diverse programs, in order

to serve as many beneficiaries as well, answer

different needs and maximize our social

impact.

In the current report, you will discover what has happened throughout the year of 2020,

how we strive for our mission and what is the actual impact the organisation has achieved,

which will illustrate the best how important these activities are for the groups we serve. We

are really proud of what Social Hackers Academy’s Team has achieved, and we are thrilled

about what the future holds for us!

Best regards,

SHA Management Team

One of the values we strongly believe in and

embrace in our operations is collaboration.

Through partnerships, with companies, NGOs

and Foundations, we have managed to

educate over 400 beneficiaries, while 67% of

them are placed (for our coding class

beneficiaries).

Our volunteers are at the fore-front of our

organisation and we're very blessed to have

such talented people supporting us and our

mission.
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SOCIAL HACKERS
ACADEMY 

IN A NUTSHELL

Our goal is to empower people who belong to vulnerable groups by

improving their digital skills through tech education, which will help

employability and integration to the society.

Our vision is to create a world, with solidarity, where all people

have access to education and equal opportunities. We align our

mission with the UN Sustainable Development Goals, aiming to

provide qualitative educational programs, prevent our beneficiaries

from remaining unemployed, and eliminate inequalities among

multicultural groups.

The team that contributes to achieving daily Social Hackers

Academy’s mission is comprised of self-driven and passionate

individuals that embrace organisation’s values and feel inspired

with the one thing that characterizes our culture and unites us for a

common goal: to empower individuals to unlock their potential and

achieve their livelihoods via education.

In SHA we believe in the power of collaboration and that “together

we can do anything".

Our people showcase the power our organisation has in offering

equal opportunities and making tech education accessible.
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" W E  A L I G N  O U R  M I S S I O N  W I T H  T H E  V A L U E S  O F  
I N C L U S I O N ,  B O L D N E S S ,  C O M M I T M E N T ,
C O M M U N I T Y  &  E F F I C I E N C Y . "

WE OWE OUR ACHIEVEMENTS, TO A GREAT EXTENT, 
TO OUR SUPPORTERS, VOLUNTEERS, DONORS AND
ADVOCATES, THAT ARE AROUND SOCIAL HACKERS
ACADEMY, CONTRIBUTING TO OUR MISSION & ACTIVITIES.



THE TEAM BEHIND
THE MISSION
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Our team is diverse and unique!

We embrace the values of multiculturalism and diversity. Hence, we work
with people from all over Europe, joining forces to empower vulnerable
people to develop their skils & enter the job market.

Damian Vavanos: Co-Founder & Executive Director 

Aggelina Mila: Managing Director    / Laura Azorin: Fundraising Coordinator

Abdalrahman Hamami   /   Zohir Rayhani   /   Kostas Minaidis: 

Head of Education & Tech Expert

Vaida Saulyte: Business Development Associate

Maria Gonzalez: Marketing Manager    / 

Aya Ragheb: Social Media Manager

Nil Muge Felekten: Graphic Designer

Paula Camara: Junior MarketerAlex Garcia : School Administrator   /
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We are thankful for the volunteers that with passion,
energy & devotion, have been tremendously changing
the lives of our beneficiaries. one step at a time!

Kostas Minaidis / Nick Papacostas

 

Papacostas Georgios / Georgios Oikonomopoulos

 

Vadim Ovcearenco / Paulin de Naurois

 

Zannis Kalampoukis / Enis Natzi

 

Jonah Senzel / Nick Dimitriou

 

Ghada Saoudi / Giannis Helmis

 

Dimitris Lambrinos / Inigo Del Mora

 

Marc-Antoine Auge / Ainul Hamdani

 

THE TEAM BEHIND THE MISSION



NEW EDUCATIONAL MODEL
AND ATHENA PLATFORM 
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As of September 2020, Social Hackers Academy is hosting its own online
educational platform. The platform can be found at the following web address: 

Where our enrolled participants are following our brand new Front End Web
Development course among other soft-skills courses.

athena.socialhackersacademy.org 

Our Curriculum Our Methodology 

Our new and refined curriculum consists of

several key web technologies that will enable

our graduates to embark on new careers,

ranging from Web site design and

development to mobile and Desktop

applications. 

Our main focus is on HTML, CSS and

JavaScript, the building blocks of the Web,

and on popular libraries and frameworks that

are based on these languages and are used by

major players in the tech and startup industry:

Facebook's React JavaScript library, Twitter's

Bootstrap CSS library, Vue.JS framework,

jQuery library and more. Our graduates will

be able to answer the demands and challenges

of the market, which requires web developers

with a deep understanding and experience

around these key technologies. 

The learning process is based on a linear

progress model, where each student must

complete all required steps before moving on

to the next chapters. At each step, the students

must follow a specific study guide and upon

completion, they must take a quiz to test their

knowledge and submit an assignment that will

be evaluated by our mentors.

On each step, an on-page discussion forum is

available through which both students and

mentors can leave comments or feedback,

communicate with each other, share ideas, tips

and tricks, and, of course, ask questions

relating to the lesson. 

We base our curriculum on a pedagogical

approach that's called peer-to-peer learning.

We enable & motivate our students to learn

and work together in teams or one-on-one

which increases the accountability &

motivation of the students. 



NEW EDUCATIONAL MODEL
AND ATHENA PLATFORM 
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Engagement

It is a well known fact that attending an online

course and sticking to the schedule can be a

challenging task. Students can often be

overwhelmed by the amount of information

and the goals that need to be attained as well

as the tasks that need to be accomplished and

regularly lose focus and motivation. 

In order to tackle these issues and create a

motivating and stimulating online learning

environment, each class is grouped into teams

(codenamed after famous computer scientists,

e.g. Team Ada Lovelace, Team Alan Turing,

etc.) of either 4 or 5 members. Each team has

its own Slack channel, through which they

collaborate on the various team projects. 

A central channel is used to get all mentors

and students in touch with each other. 

Each week, every student gets to work on and

submit a personal assignment along with a

team project. Team projects vary from

creating web sites to preparing for and

presenting concepts that they learned to the

rest of the class. In this way, students become

teachers themselves and in turn this lets them

get a better understanding of the concepts

but also makes them pinpoint their blind spots

and inefficiencies, unto which they can focus

more, put extra effort and build a better

studying strategy. 

At the top of the ladder, students must

rely on themselves and their intelligence.

Once they hit a dead end, they reach out

to their team members. 

Once the team hits a dead end, it reaches

out for help to the class through the main

channel. 

The next step is to ask help from a mentor

or their instructor(s). 

Working with a team, moves the students

closer to a real-life working environment and

its responsibilities. Each individual is

committed in accomplishing several tasks for

the team and either motivates other team

members to do so or gets motivated and/or

inspired by them. 

Along with team work and collaboration, our

methodology teaches a mindset of relying on a

hierarchical model of solving problems and

dealing with challenges: 

In this way, students learn to build confidence

and reliance on themselves but not hesitate to

ask for help whenever that is needed.



EDUCATIONAL
PROGRAMS
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In 2020, we implemented and graduated 3 coding cohorts: 

15

16

14

7

12

9

6

7

5

148

136

320

students

students

students

graduates

graduates

graduates

job
placements

job
placement

job
placement

study
hours

study
hours

study
hours

9th class (sponsored/supported from HELP Refugees)

10th class (sponsored/supported from AstroLab - Odyssea NGO) 

11th class physically in Crete (sponsored/supported from US Embassy)

We were excited 
to see our talented
students graduating
 in our ceremony



EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS
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In 2020, we also started 2 new coding cohorts (fully online)
with the support of Kahane Foundation and SAP

12th cohort

13th cohort

Tools that helped us transform our educational
programs & services online:

All educational programs (offline & online) were co-funded from European Solidarity
Corps Program, operated from The Erasmus+ National Agency in Greece [INEDIVIM]

14

15

130

130

360

360

students

students

hours of 
live sessions

hours of 
live sessions

study
hours

study
hours
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In 2020, we run 3 Basic Skills Courses: 

Computer Literacy Class 1.

2. Computer Literacy Class 

3. Computer Literacy Class 

In collaboration with ECHO HUB NGO and CCC (that provided the trainer)

Took place in SolidarityNow Classroom

started on March 2020, but
urgent stopped due to COVID-19,
was organized in collaboration
with Azadi Project

EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS

5

13

15

4

9

22

40

students

students

students

graduates

graduates

study
hours

study
hours
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In 2020, we also organized and run 2 WordPress Classes
for Greek Unemployed Women, collaborating with DIOTIMA
and being supported from Latsis Foundation.

Through a 4-month program, 30 women
learned how to set-up and manage
Wordpress Sites, developed their soft
skills and also got connected with tech
professionals to design their career
paths in the Tech Industry.

EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS

77

28

170

applications

graduates

study
hours



FROM OUR STUDENTS
WEB DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS
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A student from our class in Crete,
developed a platform that anyone
visiting it could find all updated of
the COVID-19 Pandemic in Greece.

Students of Class 9th worked on 
a platform that would bring in
contact people with disabilities
with the athletic facilities that
they could visit. This project was
delivered to an NGO “Irodikos”, 
in order to increase the
accessibility of services for the
benefit of people with disabilities.



Students of Class 10th,
collaborated with Challedu
and built a platform aiming
to connect small NGOs with
companies, enhancing their
collaboration.

FROM OUR STUDENTS
WEB DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS
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Students from Class 11th in
Crete, developed a
platform that would help
caregivers to better
organize their on-site visits
to beneficiaries of the NGO
“Frontidastospiti”



Participated in Capacity Building programs organized by 
the National Agency of Erasmus+

EUROPEAN PROGRAMS
& PARTNERSHIPS
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Transnational Training Activity in Milan, Italy - under MIGRACODE Project,
coordinated from Spain and SHA participated as partner



EVENTS
SHA PARTICIPATED/ORGANIZED
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An event organized from
SkyWalker Greece, aiming to
bring in touch IT Companies
with Junior Web Developers.
Our students participated in
the Career Day interacting
recruiters and aiming their
employability profile. 

The event aimed at showcase the
impact that SHA aims to achieve:
the story of Mohammed that was
a student in a coding class and
after his graduation he started
working as a Web Developer in a
partner company. 

JobDayDev

1 9 . 0 1 . 2 0 2 0

2 0 . 0 1 . 2 0 2 0

Stories of Integration



EVENTS SHA PARTICIPATED/ORGANIZED
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Facilitated from Innk
Worldwide, focusing on
Networking. Innk Wordlwide
is a Recruiting Agency and in
collaboration with SHA, they
delivered a workshop on
professional communication
and how to connect and build
your professional network.

Inviting 4 tech professionals
to share their working
experience in the Tech
Industry, as well sharing how
their work changed in the
Pandemic.

Soft Skills Session

The 1st online
meetup

2 8 . 0 2 . 2 0 2 0

2 7 . 0 5 . 2 0 2 0
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SHA participated in an online event,
presenting its mission & activities
with Maria Calafatis.

SHA organized its 1st Career
Day Online, inviting 6
companies and 30 students
to do individual interviews,
getting to know each other
and explore collaboration
options.

Online Career Day

Online Event with
The Cube Athens

2 7 . 0 6 . 2 0 2 0

0 7 . 0 7 . 2 0 2 0

EVENTS SHA PARTICIPATED/ORGANIZED
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In our efforts to build a community of
passionate people who want to learn and
grow, we've invited Colt Steele to talk
and answer any questions in regards to
becoming software engineers.

SHA organized the 1st Online Meetup
in WordPress, inviting speakers experts
in WP to share their experience and
offer advices to upcoming WordPress
Developer Women 

1st Online Meetup
in WordPress

Ask Me Anything
with Colt Steele

2 2 . 0 7 . 2 0 2 0

1 3 . 1 0 . 2 0 2 0

EVENTS SHA PARTICIPATED/ORGANIZED

We had an event, in which 10 girls,
(aged 10-13) learned about the basics
of web development.

In collaboration with Genderhood and
for the trainer Olga Konstanta.

Girls Go DEV

1 7 . 1 0 . 2 0 2 0

https://www.facebook.com/Genderhood/?__cft__[0]=AZVEHawa37pW-xZvHauHif-Lbq0sX96AKSrqf2HxET8QKjoQyv2e9j1Bv_mzT0_6JRRRl-shgqi0ADP2768LEYuUE-Dfezqetgx17UD9yqnXsl8L46Gy092u7r1uiz5Omj3WtxBAWqZyqpWAuAxLRt5b&__tn__=kK-R
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SHA organized an online
meetup, bringing closer its
students and graduates with
the job market

De.Coding
Integration

2 7 . 1 0 . 2 0 2 0

EVENTS SHA PARTICIPATED/ORGANIZED

SHA organized an online info
session, aiming to inform interested
students on the coding programs
offered from SHA

Info Session

2 0 . 1 0 . 2 0 2 0



OTHER PROGRAMS/ACTIVITIES
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Participated in a survey operated
from Slash Data, as a community
partner, engaging more developers
to participate in the survey and
gather more insights from the
industry 

SHA was selected among 9 more
NGOs to get supported by Vodafone
Foundation, through the program
“World of Difference”. In our team,
Abed was coordinating the coding
programs, liaising with volunteers,
and supporting students in their
learning process

Participated in a workshop on
“Discussing drop-outs on adult
education and how NGOs can join
forces and create synergies in an
attempt to deal with this
situation”, with other NGOs.



OTHER PROGRAMS/ACTIVITIES
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Aggelina participated in a Digital Education
Stakeholders Workshop, run in Brussels 
on Mar 2020. She had the opportunity to
interact with relevant stakeholders from 
all over Europe (e.g. Schools, Universities,
Companies, Municipalities) and establish
communications with them, exploring
potential collaborations! 

SHA was selected to be
supported from Action Aid
through the EU co-funded
program “Faces of Migration”,
aiming to engage potential
students allover Greece, as well
enhancing their digital skills
through relevant indo sessions
and online meetups/events
with companies

SHA received the “Future Skills
Innovation Challenge” organized
from Ashoka & sponsored from
HSBC. SHA participated in a series
of webinars, aiming to increase the
impact of its programs and services.
At the same time, SHA team met
with experts from Ashoka and
HSBC, forming mentoring pairs.



Tiana Milvil

We are happy to run the European Solidarity Corps
Program, inviting and hosting 4 volunteers in Athens
to work with our team, significantly to SHA’s
advancement of impact.

Yonatan Kulessa

WHAT OUR VOLUNTEERS SAY?
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After 5 months of working in the Social Hackers
team, I can say that this experience has taught me so
much already. Social Hackers Academy brings fresh
and innovative solutions to the migration crisis that
Greece is currently experiencing. I am very glad to
be able to be part of this community and to
contribute to the students' growth and development.
It is always such a joy to learn that a student has just
been offered his/her dream job or that another one
has been accepted into university to further his/her
education.

I found Social Hackers Academy through mutual
contacts in Turkey who 'introduced me to the
European Solidarity Corps. I have been with SHA for 6
months now and the team has been supportive and
welcoming, making my integration into the local
culture exciting and smooth. The work environment is
always busy and vibrant, there is always a lot to learn
and develop yourself.

I joined SHA initially by taking on various roles from
business development to class management and now
fundraising. SHA provides a fruitful work and learning
environment. My learning experience focuses
primarily on my management and organizational skills
while working with vulnerable groups.

24, France

23, Germany

has finished

has finished



I found SHA when I started to look for associations for
doing an ESC (European Solidarity Corps). I got to
know the organization through another NGO based in
Spain I use to collaborate with. I really liked their
approach and working methods. 

I am performing the ESC with SHA because I think
they have a great approach to work with socially
vulnerable groups. They provide courses based on
digital skills and technologies which is a field that has
been (and is) in constant expansion nowadays. This
offers the possibility for the students a good chance
to find a job afterwards and have a better inclusion.

Social Hackers Academy allows me to be in a constant
learning process. I feel I am working in a remarkable
team that makes me improve professionally and
personally.

WHAT OUR VOLUNTEERS SAY?

Alex Garcia

Laura Azorin

27, Spain

22, Spain

still working

still working
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OUR PARTNERS /
SUPPORTERS / DONORS
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MEDIA THAT SHA
FEATURED IN
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We are really glad that multiple newspapers and online news sites
were interested in SHA mission and how we integrate refugees,
migrants and unemployed, through tech education.



LET'S STAY CONNECTED!

ANAXAGORA 3-5, OFF. 204 
(ROMANTSO BUILDING), 105 52, 
ATHENS, GREECE

info@socialhackersacademy.org
+30 210 3003124
+30 6934303600

@Devs Alliance

www.socialhackersacademy.org

@socialhackersacademy

@socialhackersacademy

@sochackacademy

Social Hackers Academy

IF YOU WISH TO
VOLUNTEER WITH US,
FILL IN AN ONLINE
VOLUNTEER FORM 
OR REACH US
DIRECTLY!

IF YOU WISH TO LEARN MORE
ABOUT OUR ACTIVITIES, 
VISIT OUR WEBSITE OR 
SOCIAL MEDIA CHANNELS!

T H E  S I G N E E
 

D A M I A N O S  V A V A N O S
C O - F O U N D E R  &  E X E C U T I V E  D I R E C T O R

https://socialhackersacademy.org/

